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Photographer: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

6.3 1/ 160 SEC ISO100 | 135MM

Taken in my backyard this afternoon. I've done years of work on
rehabilitation and re-vegetation of bushland areas,and wetlands
and hence have become really passionate about native grasses.
This is the flower heads of Themeda Triandra or Kangaroo Grass.

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
Welcome to issue 9 of
Photo BootCamp Magazine!
Want to boost your creativity - then limit yourself to a
single focal-length lens all month long.
That is what this months BootCamp Challenge is all
about.
In t his mont h?s issue: One single focal length is the
name of the game.
It?s all about limiting your options to unleash unlimited
creativity!
Seem contradictory? It?s not. By committing to using
one focal length, you?ll spend more time on
composition and other creative options such as depth
of field.

Brent Mail

You?ll see the world in a new way and have fun doing it.
Give it a try today!
Have a peek at what my members have done on the
following pages and see what lights up your own
creative fires.

SINGLE FOCAL
LENGTH

SINGL E FOCA L L ENGTH

?Lifeis likea camera. Focus on what?s
important. Capturethegood times.
And if things don?t work out, just take
another shot.? - Ziad K. Abdelnour

SINGL E FOCA L L ENGTH

TAKING A STEP BACK
Learning photography can be an intense endeavor. There are so many terms and concepts to remember.
Not only do you need to remember them, you then need to figure out how to apply all this newfound
knowledge in the field! It can feel daunting at times.
So how about taking a step back, getting into the present moment, and letting the creative juices flow?
W hen you?re in the moment, you have access to a true sense of happiness and calm, which in turn connects
you to that innate sense of creativity we all have, which leads back to feeling present. It?s an endless loop of
awesome! W hich is what photography is all about in the first place.
LIMITED OPTIONS. LIMITLESS CREATIVITY
So, I?m going to help you get present and stoke the fires of creativity by challenging you to use only ONE
focal length for all the photos you take this month.
But why would you want to limit your options? Wouldn?t that limit your creativity?
Believe it or not, it can do just the opposite and inspire creative freedom.
W hen you don?t have as many options to consider (because there?s only one - at least with your lens), you
can spend more time looking around and contemplating your composition and other settings such as
aperture. And that adds up to being present, which again leads to an overall sense of happiness. And when
you're happy, you tend to be more creative.

SINGL E FOCA L L ENGTH

ZOOMING W ITH YOUR FEET
Here is what you?re going to do: use either a prime lens, which has one single focal length (ever heard of the
?nifty fifty? 50mm prime lens?). Or, if you don?t have a prime lens, I want you to pick one single focal length
you don?t normally use on your zoom lens and use that only.
So if you have a 24-105mm lens, for example, pick a length - say 50mm - and commit to ONLY using that. No
zooming in. No zooming out. At least with the lens...
W hichever lens you decide to use, you?re going to be using your feet to zoom in and out .
Ask yourself, ?How can I photograph this in the best way possible??Then roll your sleeves up, get your hands
dirty, and PLAY! Try all the different angles you can think of: shooting straight up, straight down, get close,
move back, and experiment with various depths of field. The possibilities are endless. All with one focal
length! W ho knew?

SINGL E FOCA L L ENGTH

IN CONCLUSION
After doing this for a period of time (give it 30 days if you dare!), send me an email and let me know how it
went. How did YOU feel focusing on your composition and creativity? I LOVE it!
Doing this will not only unleash the creativity within, it will also make you a better photographer. W hen you
can?t rely on your zoom, you have to stop and consider more about your environment and how you want to
capture it. It will force you to move around your subject to get the best angle possible. It will also force you
how to learn your camera more intimately.
It will spark your creativity AND hone your skills as a photographer. You?ll gain a new perspective on your
world - that of a photographer?s eye. You will truly never look at anything the same again. You will see so
much more than most people. W hat a gift!
As you flip through the pages of this magazine, notice what the Bootcamp members have done with their
fixed focal length. Ask yourself how you would?ve approached it differently and see if you can envision it.
Notice how it makes you feel. The members have done an amazing job creating beautiful images. And be
sure to check out how you can join the Bootcamp at the end of the magazine!

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: R O M Y V IL L A N U EVA
Country: P H IL IPPIN ES
F/

8 1/ 500 SEC ISO640 | 90 MM

My very seldom used 90mm f2.8 macro lens
will be fixed on my camera for a month. I
have not tried macro photography before. I
have relied so much on Sony's auto focus
system but this time I will be forced to use
the DMF focus mode with the macro lens.
Here is my first submission. A close up of a
Portulaca flower showing the stamen and the
stigma that looks like octopus tentacles.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Romy, this is an incredible first macro image!
I love your creative composition of filling the
frame with the flower. The little octopus
tentacles stand out beautifully as the point of
interest. Very well done, I look forward to
seeing what else you come up with in this
challenge at this focal length!

Photographer: P ET ER B RO DY
Country: U SA
F/

8 1/ 250 SEC ISO200 | 50 MM

This photo was taken at the Shrine of Saint
Joseph this Saturday as the sun was rising. The
point of interest is the statue, with the 9/ 11
Memorial Bell Tower in the background. The
message - may well all live in a world that is
peaceful for our children to grow up in.

Feedback: B A RB A RA G IL B ERT
Country: U SA
Nice job! Love the blue sky with the orange and
red leaves. These help the statue to pop from
the photo. Nice sharpness and great
composition.

Photographer: J IM A L B ERT SO N
Country: U SA
F/

5.6 1/ 500 SEC ISO1600 | 300 MM
This is another image courtesy of our
recent ice storm. These are icicles that
formed on the eave of our roof. I shot this
at a really oblique angle with a shallow
depth of field which is why the icicles left
and right of the main subject are slightly
out of focus. Not really intended but rather
a happy accident I think! I noticed the drips
so I played around with shutter speed to
try to get the best capture of the water
droplets. I think I could have done a better
job of getting the main subject tack sharp.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: I REL A N D
Hi Jim. Very good composition. I like the
way you have captured this. Good job.
Well done.

Photographer: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
F/

4 1/ 100 SES ISO100 | 90 MM

In a field of wild grass and some flowers I
saw different butterflies in action. After
some previous shots and much patience,
one butterfly was looking how I was
struggling to get the right distance and
focus. I think he was warming up as I was
but for some other reasons. Here is my first
macro picture. I hesitated to crop away
some of the background in the upper part
to have a square format. But I didn't to give
space to the suggestion the butterfly
would fly away upwards.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Hi Christian , lovely image. It looks almost
surreal to me, so artistic.The background is
nice and dreamy with your f stop. I really
like that you have left space above. It's a
nice change from leaving space to the left
or right for the subject to move into! Well
shot.

Photogra[her: JUDY W ARD
Country: CANADA
F/

10 1/ 125SEC ISO100 | 11MM

My favourite lenses are my 100mm macro and 35mm
prime, so I've decided to use the 11mm end of my 11-20
zoom lens for this challenge. I think I need some of that
gaffer tape that Brent mentioned as I really wanted to
zoom and get closer to the detail. Here is my first offering
taken a couple of days ago using a tripod a few minutes
before the sun climbed over the mountain. The lake is
starting to freeze; winter is just around the corner.

Feedback: N O RM A Y EO
Country: U SA
Fantastic shot, love the reflections,
must be wonderful to be in this
area.

Photographer: S A RA O 'B RIEN
Country: U SA
F/

16 1/ 1000 SEC ISO400 | 45MM

Taken along a county road on my way to
meet friends for a craft class. I was also
trying to get to the post office before it
closed. I was not able to ship my
package, but I was fairly happy with the
way my photo turned out. I converted to
B&W as there was not a great deal of
color in the photo. I was trying to get the
various shades of blue in the sky, but
behind me was this shot. Thank you for
your feedback.

Feedback: A L EX C O O K
Country: N EW Z EA L A N D
Hi Sara, I prefer this version, I think the
power lines look better but for me the
more important thing is that by cropping
it you've eliminated what was for me a
little too much empty space - this crop
helps concentrate the attention on the
subject. Suits B&W too. Looks bleak!

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

8 1/ 250 SEC ISO200 | 50 MM

Having chosen 200mm as my single focal
length for this challenge, I wanted my first
image to be a flower image. Using the
natural environment, I wanted to create a
soft blur in camera for the background, at
the same time keeping my subject sharp.

Feedback: B A RB A RA G IL B ERT
Country: U SA
A masterpiece!! This is a great shot.
Everything is crisp, sharp and clear. I love
the blurred out background, and the
composition makes this plant pop.
Awesome job!

Photographer: B A RB A R G IL B ERT
Country: USA
N IKON D5300 | F/ 1.8 1/ 6 SEC ISO800 | 35MM
I had a chance to go into Washington D.C on
Sunday. I was expecting to be there after it
got dark so I didn't bring my tripod. Either way
I think this picture came out pretty good
despite being hand held.

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: BELGIUM
Barbara, nice picture. Good composition.
Rather dark, but the buildings came out well
lightened.

Photographer: D IA N N E M C I LW A IN
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

4.0 1/ 350 SEC ISO100 | 35MM

This is an image taken late afternoon after a
miserable and grey day.

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
Dianne, very nice picture. Great colours too.
Good composition with the leading line from
lower left corner to the upper right corner
with all those fading flowers. In my opinion
the right open space has an added value due
to the reason I add before and because of the
direction of the front flower leaning a bit to
the right. Well done.

Photographer:

D EB Y Z W IERL EIN - C A RT ER
Country: U SA
I shot this image of a 9 foot tall bronze and
stainless steel statue located in Santa Fe,
New Mexico USA. The statue is of Staff Sgt.
Leroy Arthur Petry who received the U.S.
Military's highest decoration, the Medal of
Honor, for his actions in Afghanistan in 2008
during Operation Enduring Freedom. I shot
this from a low angle to focus on the statue's
Stainless Steel hand. Thank you.

Feedback: D IA N N E M C I LW A IN
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Excellent focus on the hand which tells the
story of this brave soldier. Thank you for your
second image to provide us with the story
behind your image. Quite an emotional
image!

Photographer: L EIL A G O N Z A L EZ S U L L IVA N
Country: U SA
N IKON D5300 | F/ 1.8 1/ 800 SEC ISO100 | 55MM
I was roaming the backyard looking for subjects
when I caught sight of this old tree stump with
leaves on top. There's a bit of glisten and great
texture on the stump surface and the dark color
was a good contrast for the leaves.

Feedback: R O M Y V IL L A N U EVA
Country: P H IL IPPIN ES
Lovely composition, Leila. The dark
color of the stump provides a nice
background. The yellow and pink leaves
are even more enhanced. Well done.

Photographer: N ICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

9 1/ 50 SEC ISO100 | 100 MM

In post the image was lightened about a
stop, a bit of contrast added and
converted to B&W. Then the sepia tones
added (oh and a screw that was holding
the cone upright was cloned out). Not the
image I set out to take (I was after close
ups of jacaranda flowers but the wind here
was a bit too much) but the pine cone
made a willing stand in model.

Feedback: S H EREE E B A N K S
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Very nice shot, Nick. It is very sharp, and I
really like how you have composed it. I like
your sepia as well, almost gives the pine
cone a golden sheen. Well done.

Photographer: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: IRELAND
F/ L6

1/ 13SEC ISO200 | 50 MM

My walk about brought me to a City
Centre Park called St. Stephens Green.
Quite a popular place with tourists and
Dubliners alike. The next few shots are of
different aspects within the Park which I
hope you like. This shot is of a fountain.

BEFORE
AFTER
Feedback: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
I like the water in this one, too, Denis. The angle
of view also shows the low fencing for the grass
which I think help frame the fountain. You are
very steady with that slow shutter speed! W hen
viewed large, a bit of camera movement is
noticeable, but not when viewed in the normal
preview screen.

Photographer: S IGM U N D R A N N EM
Country: CANADA
F/

2.8 1/ 40 SEC ISO200 | 50 MM

I shot this photo a couple of weeks ago when
we still had a few spots of vivid colours in our
neighbourhood. (Much has changed since - I
went skiing locally yesterday!) This image is
perhaps best characterized as an "abstract
with a focal point". It shows a small section of
a "Burning Bush" in the front of our house. I
played around a bit with the exposure - have
one version slightly brighter. In the end I
settled on this one for posting.

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: USA
Hi Sig, there is something so luscious about
the background, and from it emerges dewy
leaves with droplets that make me want to
touch them with, dare I admit it...my tongue! :)

Photographer: R A C H EL G IL M O U R
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

6.3 1/ 500 SEC ISO100 | 250 MM

I just had to share this guy. This has probably
been my screen saver photo the longest. I find
it so calming to look at. Shutter priority, Auto
ISO, JPEG's. Only PP done was crop and W B.

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
Rachel, very nice picture. Good
composition. Great colours. Very nice
reflection in the water. Well done.

Photographer: R ICA H RD H U T SO N
Country: U SA
F/

1.4 1/ 100 SEC ISO100 | 85MM

The pondering is over. Since I spent the last
3 years shooting with a 28 mm fixed lens I
thought I would try using a prime lens at a
longer focal length. Here's my first
submission for this challenge "Sun Flowers
in Vase". It's fun shooting with this lens, and
it creates great portraits with real nice
bokeh but I still find myself trying to zoom!

Feedback: R A C H EL G IL M O U R
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Wow, amazing shot Richard. Great colors
and absolutely sharp. I'm going to
nit-pick. Looks like a lamp in the lower
right hand background!

Photographer: R O H N S H EA RER
Country: U SA
F/

22 1/ 80 SEC ISO200 | 18 MM

I had been wanting to get a picture of an old tractor I
have silhouetted against the sunrise, but it has been
cloudy, so I was excited this morning when I woke up
& it was clear. I went out & got the picture I wanted,
but also like the way the sun was coming through
the window of the shed, so I took that as well.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Hi Rohn, I love that you challenged yourself
and waited for the correct light for this
capture. It was well worth the wait! You have
captured the wonderful morning light, and
the silhouette of the house and trees are
great; the star-burst through the window is
the cherry on the top. Well done :)

Photographer: A L EX C O O K
Country: N EW Z EA L A N D
F/

9 1/ 320 SEC ISO32 | 50 MM

I chose 50 mm for this challenge. A problem
I've noticed with this focal length is that,
compared to wide angle landscape shots
which is what I do most of, getting a tack sharp
photo from front to back is difficult especially if
you have things in the close foreground as well
as far background, like this one. Actually the
auto focus didn't do a great job overall but
that's beside the point. Seems to me I'd have to
take two shots with different focal points and
blend them in P.S. to get front to back
sharpness. Depending on the photo it doesn't
always matter of course but I would have liked
to have got that here.

Feedback: BRENT M AIL
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Very moving image Alex with all those who were
lost - I do like the leading lines and shapes in your
image. I see what you mean with sharpness from
front to back but what I love about that 50mm is
the wide aperture that comes with it - so I say use
the features of that lens. Well done.

Photographer: V A L ERIE W
Country: U SA
F/

O RT H EN

8 1/ 100 SEC ISO900 | 52MM

This new challenge takes me out of my comfort
zone and I have been struggling with what lens
to shoot with. I typically use a zoom lens and I
either zoom all the way out or stay at the low
end. I finally decided on my 24mm to 70mm
and wanted to stay at 50mm for this challenge.
The attached photo is at 52mm so I guess that
is where I will plan to stay or at least close to.
This is the view from my front yard at sunset
last night.

Feedback: R O M Y V IL L A N U EVA
Country: P H IL IPPIN ES
Beautiful sunset shot Valerie. I will never get
tired of looking at golden hour photos. No
two skies are alike. Great composition and
lovely colors. Well done Valerie.

Feedback: S H EREE E B A N K S
Country: C AY M A N I SL A N D S
Fabulous photo, saved for last....enjoyed the
video as well---they may be beautiful, but
boy, are they noise. Sorry I did not get to
post except for the one Christmas one!
Looking forward to next months challenge.
Cheers!

Photographer: B REN T M A IL
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

8 1/ 500 SEC | 25MM

trying to photography these Rainbow
Lorikeets at Macca's house using a 25mm
lens and camera on remote control.
Shutter speed here is 1/ 500 sec at f/ 8 like that I have a single bird up front (main
point of interest) and then a bunch of
colour in the background.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T URE D
IM A G E

Photographer: P ET ER D W IGH T
Country: AUSTRALIA
SONY A77 | F/ 2.8 1/ 250 SEC ISO200 | 100 MM
I took a close up shot at this Pelican.

P ET ER D W IG H T
A U S T R A L IA

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:

Brent : How did you get started in photography?
Peter: I bought a point & shoot Olympus camera to capture the
highlights & memories from a European holiday. I love looking back
at the images & the photo books I made. I decided to buy a better
camera & hone my skills.

PET ER
A U ST RA L IA
D W IGH T

Brent : W hat inspires and motivates you to continue taking pictures?
Peter: As a self-taught amateur I love to be challenged and to continually grow & develop my skills. I inspire to
be able to take images like those you see in the glossy travel brochures!
Brent : W hat is the most challenging photo you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome those challenges?
Peter: I can't pick just 1 photo but I find low light or indoor photography the most challenging, especially when
you add kids that don't sit still! To overcome the issue I take lots & lots of photos using different shutter speeds &
leave ISO on auto!
Brent : W hat is your favorite subject to photograph?
Peter: I love to take photos of nature in all its glory; from flowers to birds & insects, to rivers & oceans &
everything in between.

PH O T O G RA PH ER P E T E R D W I G H T

Pet er 's f avor it e in spir at ion al qu ot e:

"I t does not matter how slowly
you go as long as you do not
stop" - Confucius

PH O T O G RA PH ER

P ET ER D W IG H T

Brent : Tell us about the featured image: W hat was the inspiration behind it? W hat was your process to get
it? How did you do the post processing?
Peter: The inspiration came from spending an afternoon playing by the sea with my granddaughters & feeding
the pelicans. The process was simply sitting on the ground close to the water?s edge with a Minolta 100 lens on
my Sony A77 & simply took a number of shots. I was lucky that the photo came off the camera very clean & only
needed a few tweaks. I adjusted the colour, the contrast & a little sharpness.

PH O T O G RA PH ER

P ET ER D W IG H T

Brent : W hat advice would you give to someone just starting on their photography adventure?
Peter: Pick up a camera & start taking photos! You don't have to have the best & most expensive camera out
there, just learn to use what you have. Perhaps join a forum like this & learn from others.
Brent : What does photography mean to you?
Peter: Photography to me is something that allows me to explore my creative side; it is personally very
satisfying & frustrating at the same time! When I capture that great shot I feel a great sense of achievement.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: J IM W
Country: U SA
F/

H EEL ER

2.2 1/ 3200 SEC ISO100 | 45MM

Rusty old tractor. This is a 3 exposure HDR image.

Photographer: A L A N S H A RP
Country: A U ST RA L IA
CANON 80D | F/ 7.1 1/ 320 SEC ISO100 | 50 MM
This was take at a recent swap meet,
unfortunately I could not change the angle to
get rid of the other car in the left due to
direction of the sun and other vehicles.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E D O M IN GO
Country: U SA
W hat a cool, vintage shot. I agree, I am not
distracted by the other car.

Photographer: A N D REW R O B IN SO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

16 1.6 SEC ISO100 | 50 MM

An interesting challenge this one, I chose a
50mm lense and found it restricting at first
but quite enjoying it now. Tunks Park Sydney.

Feedback: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Great composition, Andrew. Nice placement
of the suspension bridge. Love the
Jacarandas, and the way the purple/ blue
colour is repeated through the landscape,
and is then mimicked in the clouds! Well shot.

Photographer: B A RRY W
Country: CANADA

IL L IA M S

CANON 7D | F/ 2.8 1/ 200 SEC ISO100 | 40 MM
So I've finally managed to get an image to
post. A bit rushed. I just love hoar frost.

Feedback: S H EREE E B A N K S
Country: C AY M A N I SL A N D S
Very interesting shot. I have never seen this
type of frost before, Barry. Nicely done.

Photographer: JANET RHEAD
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

5.6 1/ 50 SEC ISO100 | 105MM

Been lying low for the last couple of months
so thought Id better get my act together for
this months challenge. My choice of focal
length is 105mm on my 18-105 kit lens. This
photo of a bottlebrush was taken at a local
park on a very bright sunny day. I like the
contrast between the flower and background,
and that fact that the colour of the flower is
different to the more commonly found red or
pink.

BEFORE
AFTER
Feedback: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Hi Janet, beautiful sharp capture. Your subject is
nicely separated from the background, and I
love the composition. Rather than trying to
erase the offending leaf, you could try
re-shooting, and just pull down the leaves you
don't want in your frame.

Photographer: JANET COOK
Country: USA
F/

1.8 1/ 500 SEC ISO8000 | 50 MM

I bought the Nifty Fifty a couple years ago,
but rarely used it. So I decided to
experiment with my love--pet photography.
This is Lily, our senior dog, recently
diagnosed with congestive heart disease.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: IRELAND
Hi Janet. A lovely composition and well
captured shot. I like the way you got down
low. The lighting, clarity is well balanced
throughout. Great job. Well done.

Photographer: M A RT IN H U L L
Country: U SA
F/

8 1/ 60 SEC ISO100 | 55MM

Working on the yard today and at the
corner of my eye, I seen the most
interesting Sweet Gum leaf on my
driveway. Maybe it was the way the light
was hitting it. The leaf was not touched.
After I took the shot, a gust of wind blew
it away.

Feedback: L EIL A G O N Z A L EZ

S U L L IVA N
Country: U SA
The contrast between the lighted leaf in
orange and the darker background make
this image work. I'm jealous that you had
a camera ready for just such an
ephemeral shot.

Photographer: C H RIST IN E D O M IN GO
Country: U SA
F/

6 1/ 1000 SEC ISO400 | 500 MM

I decided to use my Tamron 150-600 lens for
this challenge. It's heavy and even on a tripod,
hard for me to move around quickly. But no
excuse. Anyway, the weather in California has
been very bad due to fires so I was able to
escape to the Monterey Peninsula last week.
There is an area called Pacific Grove that
attracts monarch butterflies at this time of year.
They cluster together to keep warm but the
weather was so nice that they were flying
about. W hile it's true I generally post macro
images, these were taken standing fairly far
away and looking up. I was generally happy
with the results

Feedback: B REN T M A IL
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Sounds like you guys are burning-up in
California, stay safe. Another stunning capture
Chris - tack sharp with you butterfly off-centre
with the leading line from the flowers stem. I
noticed you are shooting into the light here something I would do In post is to lighten the
butterflies wings a little more. Well done.

Photographer: J O H N D O N N EL LY
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

2.8 1/ 60 SEC ISO250 | L27MM

Spotted this reflection in a very shallow
puddle, looked a bit arty.

Feedback: P ET ER B RO DY
Country: USA
Great shot, John. Very good use of
textures and black and white.

Photographer: A N D REW R O B IN SO N
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

1.8 1/ 800 SEC ISO1000 | 50 MM

Playing around with the depth of Field of the
50mm, Turns out it is quite a versatile lens as my
three submissions for this challenge have been
very different. I am quite liking the lens now.

Feedback: B REN T M A IL
Country: AUSTRALIA
Glad this challenge has opened up this lens to
you. It is a very versatile lens - I've enjoyed it too.
This image really stands out to me the most because of the colours, contrast and shallow
depth of field. My eye settles on the middle
flower. Something I would try to do is simplify
this image a little more - maybe by cropping.
Well done.

Photographer: J A C K IE S C H EFER
Country: S W IT Z ERL A N D
F/

5.6 1/ 125SEC ISO800 | 100 MM

This is a photo of last year as I'm again in the
bed with a broken back. But it was a real
challenge for me as a landscape photographer.
I borrowed this lens from a friend for a try. I do
not use a tripod for this Robber Fly and had to
crop nearly 50% for this result.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: I REL A N D
Hi Jackie. First off let me wish you a speedy
recovery. I like the composition. The head is
well focused and sharp with the tail fading
away. Great shot. Well done.

Photographer: K AT H Y P OT T ER
Country: U SA
F/

2.8 1/ 60 SEC | 50 MM
W inter came early to North Dakota and with it
clouds and a very dull landscape. I traveled to
Seattle for Thanksgiving and noticed this
beautiful red leave nestled in some flower
beds. I enjoyed the challenge of a prime lens. I
used my 50 mm and I am so much more
comfortable using it now!

Feedback: T ESSA B L EW C H A M P
Country: U N IT ED K IN GD O M
I like the colours and patterns here Kathy - in
particular the way the background colours
offset the bright leaf and the star shapes of the
moss emphasize the points of the leaf.

Photographer: K ERI D OW N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

13 1/ 200 SEC ISO800

I have chosen 55mm for this month and I am
already finding it a challenge as I like to really
zoom in on things. I usually get the 250 out.
This is my first shot for the challenge. Pine
Trees.

Feedback: P H Y L L IS K EN N EDY
Country: U SA
Keri, I see the texture of the trees and the liner
angle of trees great.

Photographer: J U A N A CO STA
Country: U SA
SONY A7III | F/ 3.2 1/ 250 SEC ISO100 | 200 MM
I am shooting with my Canon with a metabones
adaptor ( I know way out of my comfort zone;
using non native lenses. I was feeling anxious that
I was going to miss the squirrel eating, so I just sat
by a tree and waited for the right moment. It also
helped that the Sony A7III has "silent shooting" as
to not disturb the squirrel.

AFTER
BEFORE
Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
Juan, very nice picture. Good composition with
those leading lines towards the squirrel. Nice
coloured details of him/ her. Very nice blurred
background. Well done.

Photographer: M A RSH A L EIT H
Country: U SA
F/

6.3 1/ 320 SEC ISO2000

At the focal challenge at 220 mm. A wolf at my
zoo. I love its pensive expression. I don't mind that
I lopped off the bottom of its one foot. I think if I
walked backwards to get the whole wolf in the
photo the extra distance may have caused the
"intimacy" of the scene to be lost but maybe that
is a bit of an exaggeration!! Given my focal length,
a slighter slower shutter speed may have helped
make the photo just a tad sharper. Photo was
taken through a thick pane of glass though.

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
Hi Marsha. I really wanted to have a closer
look at details of the wolf's face so I
opened this image on my tablet (8X10) and
enlarged it until the face, from just below
the ears and above the level of the paws,
filled the screen and the eyes were as
large as mine. Oh my, the eyes! I slid the
image to the right until only one eye was
visible then slowly back until we were eye
to eye again. I am fascinated by this face!

Photographer: R O D N EY C H A RLTO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA

Feedback: S IG R A N N EM
Country: C A N A D A

F/

Hi Rodney, this photo has a marvellous
depth effect with a great dof to match!
The end of the bridge is a wonderful focal
point. I like the bridge better than the
pelican and I love your sense of humour great job!

8 1/ 100 SEC ISO200 | 7.5MM
W hile out walking today I took this photo of
a pelican. But remembering I still had my
ultra wide lens as the fixed single focal
length for this month on the camera, I
noticed the shot also included a bridge ;-).

Photographer: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
F/

2.8 1/ 4SEC ISO640 | 35MM

I have access to Lightroom and Photoshop
which I used to resize the image. I generally
use the telephoto setting on a DMC-FZ70 to
capture wildlife images. This image was taken
after I walked into a dark room and a glass
vase sitting in the window was reflecting the
sunset in such a dazzling way. I ran to get my
camera and tried to capture some of the
brilliance. The colors are interesting in that the
vase is old and has taken on a purplish tint. The
little glimpses of fuchsia are flowers outside
the window.

Feedback: R O M Y V IL L A N U EVA
Country: P H IL IPPIN ES
Hi Gina. I love the light refracted by the glass
vase. The resulting opalescent colors are
amazing. Interesting composition. Well done.

Photographer: B IL L H A N SO N
Country: USA
F/

9 1/ 500 SEC ISO100 | 35MM

Spectral Birds. I was in the Garden of the
Gods (near Colorado Springs, CO, USA) just
before sunrise and was trying to catch a sun
flare off the bird perched on top of the rock
formation. As I was composing, I noticed what
looked like fireflies circling around the tip of
the formation, which were actually the
underside of the birds' wings reflecting the
rising sun. W hile a 35mm lens isn't optimum,
this allowed a little wider FOV that allowed
me to catch most of the circling spectral
birds.

Feedback: R IC H A RD H U T SO N
Country: U SA
Bill, I really like this image. I think you have
perhaps captured the sunrise more
effectively without the sun flare. I think it
would be a stronger overall image if you
cropped out most, if not all of the negative
space to bring the rock formation over to the
lower right corner...just a suggestion.

Photographer: T ESSA B L EW C H A M P
Country: U N IT ED K IN GD O M
F/

5.6 1/ 800 SEC ISO100 | 50 MM

I took it for a country walk near my home the
other day and tried to get some shots of things
that capture the British late autumn. I found that
the lens made me have to think differently, as I
would normally go for a wider angle shot or
much more of a close up and it definitely isn't
the lens I would normally choose for such a
shoot. This shot is one of the simplest I took and
I chose it because of that and because I liked
the contrast between the colours of the leaves
and the sky. Although it's probably a bit naughty,
I couldn't resist cropping in Lightroom to
remove some distracting other leaves and bring
the twig closer (at which point I also spotted the
spider).

Feedback: R IC H A RD H U T SO N
Country: U SA
Tessa, This is a much stronger image. I like
the separation of colors and the way the
little branch reaches up to the sky.
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